
SP211 Worksheet 1

2.1 Uniform Motion

2.2 Instantaneous Velocity

2.3 Finding Position from Velocity

----- Problem 1 ----- A cyclist rides along a long straight road. For the first 5 miles, the cyclist
warms up at a pace of 16 mph. For the second 5 miles the cyclist time trials at a pace of 26 mph.

• What is the average velocity of the cyclist over the full 10 mile distance?

Assume the cyclist gets quickly enough up to speed such that you can approximately neglect the
transition time between the warm-up and time-trial segments.

----- Problem 2 ----- A cyclist ascends a straight constant-gradient mountain road at 10 mph.
The cyclist then turns around and descends the same segment in reverse at 45 mph. Neglecting the
turn-around and getting-up-to-speed transition time, what is the cyclist’s

• average velocity over this climb and descent?

• average speed over this climb and descent?

----- Problem 3 ----- The position as a function of time for a car shooting for a land speed
record is modeled approximately by the following formula,

x(t) = 135[t+ 15(e−t/15 − 1)].

It is understood that x is in meters and t is in seconds. What is the car’s

• velocity at t = 15 s, 30 s, and 45 s?

• velocity very very far in the future if this formula were valid for very large t?

----- Problem 4 ----- A particle’s velocity as a function of time is described as vx(t) = v0e
−t/τ

where the time constant τ = 4 s and v0 = 30 m/s. At t = 0, the particle is located at x0 = −18 m.

• Where is the particle at t = 7.6 s?

Answers:

1. v_avgx = 19.81 mph

2. v_avgx = 0, s_avg = 16.36 mph

3. v_x(15 s) = 85.34 m/s, v_x(30 s) = 116.7 m/s, v_x(45 s) = 128.3 m/s,

v_x(infinity) = 135 m/s

4. x_f = 84.05 m


